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Central Banks Testing Their Cryptocurrencies
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Summary: Some central banks are testing the use of their own cryptocurrencies
in some form. We provide you with an update.
More and more stuff happens on your smartphone. Look no further than a study from late last year by
comScore. It found that 23% of all US e-commerce dollars were spent using a mobile device. Meanwhile,
mobile spending by category was most often on: toys & hobbies (58%); video games, consoles & accessories
(55%); music, movies & videos (51%); jewelry & watches (51%); computer software (41%) and sports & fitness
(40%).
It now seems central banks globally are dinking around with the possibility of eventually issuing their own
cryptocurrencies. Canada, Sweden, Singapore and China are all dabbling.
The Central Bank of Canada has done some testing on the use of cryptocurrencies in the form of a wholesale
token for payments between banks. Sweden's central bank is in the process of studying the possibility of using
a cryptocurrency version of their hard currency for small payments. The Monetary Authority of Singapore is
currently testing the effectiveness of using blockchain technology and tokens for cross-border settlements.
China has been testing a blockchain type of system as well as developing a digital currency.
While both Canada and Singapore say they have so far been underwhelmed by their test results, such tests are
likely to become more commonplace.
You may not have been keeping track, but there are almost 1,400 cryptocurrencies on the market. The fact that
there is no central body policing things or backing up transactions makes them risky, but also interesting. That
is why central banks are interested too. It goes without saying that at some level their own versions would be
welcomed by many to provide the stability and transparency that is currently lacking in the market.
However, this is a process that will take time, especially as important elements such as transparency and
technological vulnerabilities need to be addressed and resolved. Meanwhile, it is clear that consumer demand
for faster and less expensive payment options is not going away.
So, how will all this ultimately affect community banks? While the ability to safely make payments worldwide in
real-time is an attractive prospect at some level, most feel it is probably overkill. Particularly if it introduces
more risk and cost without much upside beyond real-time flows.
It remains to be seen how all of this works in the end alongside cash, checks, ACH, debit and credit cards, so
we will all have to wait. However, things are interesting, to say the least, as we go along this experimental path.
A paper issued last year by the St. Louis Fed goes in really strong on the subject saying they "predict that no
reputable central bank would issue a decentralized virtual currency where users can remain anonymous. The
reputational risk would simply be too high." The authors indicate central banks are more likely to "issue central
bank electronic money" that could be tightly controlled.
For its part, the Bank for International Settlements (regulator for regulators worldwide) recently put out a report
indicating that it does not believe central banks should be too hasty in efforts to offer their own cryptocurrencies
and need to be thorough in their reviews of the potential implications of doing so. As this situation progresses,
we will continue to keep you updated.
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More Market Rates

BANK NEWS
Regulatory Relief
Fed Vice Chair for Bank Supervision Quarles told CNBC that regulators are reviewing ways to make
regulations, such as the Volcker Rule, more efficient. New proposals let banks trade for themselves on a limited
basis, apply the strictest rules on banks with big trading businesses, and eliminate trading rules for banks that
don't do much trading at all.

M&A Activity
1) CorTrust Bank ($801mm, SD) will acquire State Bank of Delano ($91mm, MN) for an undisclosed sum.

Wells Sells
Flagstar Bank FSB ($18B, MI) will buy all 52 Wells Fargo retail branches in OH, MI and WI for a deposit
premium of about 7%. The deal involves around $2.3B in deposits and $130mm in loans.

Jobs Oddity
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reports there are 6.7mm jobs available in the US, but only 6.4mm
available workers to take them. This is the 2nd month in a row where this phenomenon has occurred in the
history of the country.

Fintech Bank
UK fintech Revolut Ltd. is expected to apply for a US banking license by the end of this year. The company
currently offers personal loans, cryptocurrencies and small business banking services mostly in the UK. Prior
to getting a license, Revolut plans to partner with a US bank this summer and launch robo-advice services.
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